ELECTIONS MA Y 19TH

ELECTION

Three students have announced their intention to run for
the Student Council Presidency, Fall 1966 term . With the
April 20th deadline, platforms were submitted by Dave Iskowitz, Sid Kesten, and Pete Lesser . Both Mr . Iskowitz and
Mr. Lesser are running with full parties, while Mr . Kesten
is running as an independent candidate .
All of the Presidential candidates have been active this
term, and are familiar with Student Government . Dave Iskowitz is the present Vice-President, Sid Kesten has served
on the Assembly for the last several terms, and Pete Lesser
was the appointed Liaison to the Assembly .
The United Student Party includes : Dave Iskowitz for the
Presidential spot, Dave Kazinetz, for Vice-President, James
Baumann for Treasurer, Paul Tascarella for Corresponding
Secretary . The Action Party, including Pete Lesser, President, has : Bob Baram going for Vice President, Jay Mostel
for the position of Treasurer, and Barbara Sloman, and Linda Katz for Recording and Corresponding Secretary respectively .
President of the Student Unity Party is Sid Keston .

Within a few days, the student body will go to the polls and decide
who is to be their voice for the coming term . This should not be a decision
on who they are associated with, and who has been the most popular student . In view of this, and in line with set tradition, the editorial board of
THE COMMUNICATOR interviewed all the candidates for the various
positions at stake .
The- candidates were questioned on every important point which past
experience has proved necessary for an efficiently run Student Government. It should be realized that the opinions expressed herein are those of
five students who have been involved in school politics and student functions, as well as administrative affairs . The administration of this college
has acknowledged that we are capable of making evaluations in the student's best interests . It is with this in mind that the tradition of ELECTION COMMENT was established . This term, as always, we are stating
these evaluations in an attempt to impress upon the students, the importance, complexity, and necessity of weighing these statements carefully
and with the realization that they are the ones who, in voting, will make
the final evaluation .
First of all, we are impressed at the standards of democratic elections
which have finally been achieved by both sides in having assembly representatives on more than one ticket . This is something which we feel
should have been done some time ago . It is an injustice to the students to
have ANY CANDIDATE FOR ANY POSITION run unopposed .

A

The two candidates for the position of Recording Secretary are June
Warhaftig and Barbara Sloman . These two girls impressed us as being
well versed in the content of the constitution of Student Council . Unfortunately, Miss Sloman failed to realize the implications and applications
of what was contained therein . It is not enough merely to read the constitution but the candidates are to be praised, for this was something missing in past elections . Miss Warhaftig illustrated her ability to deal with
test situations requiring both familiarity with the constitution AND the
college. She presented herself in a fully committal manner and demanded
the respect required for the position which she is seeking . It is with this
in mind that we express full confidence in MISS JUNE WARHAFTIG as
the most qualified candidate for the position of Recording Secretary .
Seeking the position of Corresponding Secretary are Linda Katz and
Paul Tascarella . These two candidates also impressed us with their knowledge of the constitution per se . Again application of the constitution and
the tools of Student Council were foremost in our minds . Miss Katz did
not present herself in a manner which expressed the ability to deal with
the position and its ramifications . She did, on the other hand, show the
intelligence and willingness to learn . Unfortunately, she does not display
the maturity desired and required of this high position . Student Council
may be a place to grow up . The Executive Committee is not . Mr. Tascarella, in his Guest for this position, displayed a full knowledge of the constitution AS WELL AS its application . He also impressed us with his ability to make good fast decisions which would be both logical and decisive.
Compounding all these factors, we find that MR . PAUL TASCARELLA

COLSTON
AT BCC
Dr . James -Allen Colston, President-elect of the college
visited with BCC on April 2,5 . He accompanied the Knoxville College Choir which was performing at the school that
day . At the conclusion of the performance of the choir,
Dean-in-Charge of the College, Dr . Abraham Tauber introduced Dr . Colston to a filled auditorium of students and
faculty members, whereupon he was greeted with a standing ovation. Dr. Colston addressed the students for a few
brief moments, expressing his gratefulness for the warm
reception he was given . He then was interrupted by applause when he stated, "I want to make Bronx Community College a better place for students to learn and for
teachers to teach ."
formance of the choir, Dr . Colston
and his entourage journied to the
Nursing Center for a repeat performance . However, before the program, lie attended a luncheon in
the Nursing Center Penthouse .
Among those present at this luncheon were Dr. Benjamin F . McLaurin, Chairman of the Bronx

Community College Committee at
the Board of Higher Education,
Dr. Gustave Rosenberg, Chairman
of the BHE, Deans Tauber, Silverman, Thompson, Minkin, and McGrath, Allen Greene, Student
Council President, plus all Heads
of Department . During the luncheon, all the speeches given ex-

(Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)

that lie has reviewed the plans for
the new campus and his initial
impression had been "most favorable ." Dr . Colston, when queried
on any similarity between BCC
and Knoxville College, replied, "I
have found a friendly atmosphere
Upon returning to the :Main at Bronx College which is charBuilding, Dr . Colston granted acteristic of Knoxville ."
COMMUNICATOR reporters an
interview . When asked about any
Dr. Colston takes office on
plans for future programs at the August 1, and will be back officollege, Dr. Colston replied, "It cialiv at that time, however, he
would be my desire to do every- expressed a hope of attending the
thing at Bronx Community College Friends of Public Education Dinsuch that the students get the ner May 10, in honor of Dr .
Meister .

presdotimculksforthe

future . Dr. Colston stated at the
luncheon that "The college is and
always will be that of Dr . Morris
Meister, hut I will try to work
with that realization ."

COMM E NT

(Continued from Page 1, Col . 2)

is undoubtedly the candidate who will fulfill his duty and obligation to
the students in a manner conducive to that office . The office of Treasurer is one which entails a good deal more responsibility than those previously mentioned . The holder of this office is
the person who must hold the responsibility of handling and appropriating a monetary budget which approximates SIXTY THOUSAND DOLLARS. There are two candidates for this office, Mr . James Baumann and
Mr. Jay Mostel ; both have had training in the field of bookkeeping . Mr.
Baumann exhibited an attitude which would not lend itself to the working relationship which is essential for • an efficient Student Council and a
member of the Bronx Community College Association Incorporated . His
knowledge of accounting was definitely not up to that of the other candidate. Mr. Mostel . Furthermore, Mr. Baumann was neither quick nor confident in his presentation to this Editorial Board . Mr. Mostel handled himself in a manner such as would be expected of a Treasurer. He responded
methodically, and with : great self-assurance, both of which are vital to this
high position . His knowledge of the college and its workings far exceeded
the scope of . Mr. Baumann's knowledge, as well as its application . Therefore, })r view of this, we place our full support on MR . JAY MOSTEL for
the position of Treasurer of Student Council .
The Vice-Presidential spot is one which deserves and indeed received
special consideration . Unlike any of the previous positions, this officeholder must deal with students IN PERSON . The office is one which requires a great deal of tact and patience . As chairman of the assembly,
the vice-president must not only be a parliamentarian but a forceful mediator and excellent speaker . He must be a person who gains the respect
of all he works with, his enemies and his allies as well as those who are
non-committal . He must be able' to convey his thoughts succinctly and accurately due to the nature of the body which he chairs .
In our discussions with Mr . Robert Baram, it became only too apparent that he has few of the above mentioned qualities . His lack of restraint in the assembly was paralleled by his actions at our interviews .
His behavior compelled the presidential candidate to implore him to "calm
down and stop yelling . . ." His lack of tact has caused comment from
many assembly representatives in the past and judging from his most
recent behavior as we must, he gave no indication of change . We have had
many dealings with Mr. Baram through his constant flood of letters . Opinion for the sake of opinion has little ;or no room in the assembly, particularly when it comes from the chairman .
The other candidate for this office, Mr . Dave Kasinetz, in contrast
has displayed many if not all of these qualifications in his attendance at
the assembly . His tact and patience in dealing with those factions in the
student political and fraternal scene have been outstanding . His respect
for his fellow students has gained him a reputation that has preceded him
in his campaign . His, experience on the assembly has brought him into
contact with many if not all of those with whom he will have to deal . His
opinion is highly respected on the ,Assembly WITHOUT any twenty minute speeches . His manner of speaking is well-suited to the atmosphere of
the assembly. Bearing the above in mind, this board had decided to endorse MR . DAVE KASINETZ for the position of Vice-President .
As usual, it is a difficult decision to make when one is deciding whom
to vote for the President of Council . In past terms, few of those who ran
for this office were particularly qualified . This term, however, the Editorial'Board was faced with the most gratifying and most difficult choice
in election memory . We were faced with three highly qualified candidates
for the Presidency, who, had they run in past terms, could have . all won
in their own right .
At the interviews with this Editorial Board, all three managed to display particular advantages and disadvantages in relation to each . other ..
Mr. Kesten is without doubt. the most highly informed of the three, though
we feel he is all too often overly idealistic' and optimistic of the capabilities of Council . We feel he has not expressed an ability to give orders and
ideas in an authoritative manner, vital to the high office he seeks . Mr.
Lesser has expressed many high goals for Council, but we feel his ability
to get things done is countered by his inability to work with others and
gain their confidence. A president cannot work around those who disagree
with him . He must work with them . Mr. Lesser does manage to handle
himself most adequately under most circumstances . Mr . Iskowitz has displayed his ability to deal with difficult situations, under pressure, something lacking in the other two candidates . Added to this is his ability to
do his job with a minimum of antagonism, and conflict, as well as his
ability to properly divorce himself from personal interests, conflicting with
his job .
With this in mind, we have . decided to place our editorial for endorsement on MR . DAVID ISKOWITZ .
We do not pretend to be both judge and jury . We have, in the cases
of the lower four spots on the election slates pointed out the wide divergences in the candidates' qualifications . Therefore, we leave the final
evaluation to the student body in the hope of their taking advantage of
this, the best opportunity Student Government has ever had .

cil Assembly but not enacted .
B. We will have a list of al ;
passed bills in the Student
Activities office accessible to
all students .
C . The last revision of the
constitution was in 1963. We
feel that it is time for the
constitution to be revised to
include all amendments, delltions, and a full list of all byla;;•s .
VII . Miscellaneous
When these reforms are
A . The United Students enacted, we feel that the stu- dentwilhavcoserunity
Party will have the bill coordinator bring to the atten- with and a deeper undertion of the Executive Com- standing of the government
mittee all bills that were that is running HIS governpassed by the Student Coun- ment, HIS school .

II . SOCIAL REFORMS (GENERAL)
A . REGISTRATION
1) Teachers' names to be
posted in advance .
2) Registration to be
done completely by mail.
3) Registrar's approval
of pre-registered programs
before regular registration .
4) Necessary changes to
he made by the student, not
the registrar .
B. Student Book Exchange
-sponsored by an individual
(or more than one)-organization, if not by the school .
C. Continuation of this
term's administration's efforts in an attempt to procure
more tables and chairs in the
IV . Inter-Fraternity Sorority
cafeteria and to redecorate
Council
the lounge.
A . To promote the charterD. The cafeteria should reing of the I.F.S.C. as an organization APART from Stumain open until 3 P .M. The
extra hour would enable many
dent Council so as to keep inmore
students to make use of
ter-fraternity goals and grievthe school facilities.
ances separate from student
t
E. The possibility of havgovernment .
ing music piped into the
B . To investigate the inischool lounge and cafeteria .
tiation of a fully representaF'. Old finals should _ be
tive inter-fraternity sorority
I
printed
and sold to those stupaper which will inform the
r
dents
who
want them .
student body as well as the
e
J
G
. The Audio-Lab facilities
fraternity and sorority memM
are below the required need .
bers about the organizations
and what they are doing .
The hours open should be extended until at least 6 each .
V. College Issues : Free Tui day
.
tion
I
H.
The feasibility= of open.
f
A. We of - the United StuACTION PARTY
incertain
school facilities on
student attendance can be sedents Party believe in 'and
Sundays
. These would include
will support the doctrines of I. STUDENT GOVERNMENT cured .
the
Audio-Lab
and the LiH
.
Utilize
the
Inter-Council
!
free tuition .
REFORMS
.
brary
Association
to
initiate
and
coB . We will work with the
I. Procurement A chess and
A . Non-partisan committee ordinate joint day and eveUnited College Forum in its
to
consist
of
the
winning
and
checkers
sets, to be kept in
ning activities .
campaigning through coordilosing
candidates,
the
Editor
-22,
to
be available to any
nated mass letter writing and
I. Reactivate the Student
of
Communicator
and
News-'
student
while
the lounge is
other forum activities .
Court and other committees .
letter ; and some members of
open .
VI. College Issues : Student this semester's Student Coun- . J . Bi-weekly report from
J . Investigation of special
the President to the student
Activities .
cil. Its job will be to assist
rates for BCC students in the
A. We intend to have ade- the President in his appoint- body as to the progress of the nearby lots and garages so as
Council . This will be done
quate publicity of and ticket ments .
to alleviate the present parkthrough printed reports disselling for up-coming events
ing
problem .
B. Senior Council to be
throughout
the
and to have these facilities elected in early October in ac- tributed
111 . NURSING
available on a first come, first cordance with the senior con- school .
A . Establishment of an inK . The use of referendum
served basis at the High stitution .
NduerpsingCt
to determine possible legislaSchool of Science and Nurs. Weekly meetings of all tion, social or cultural events Council, on the same lines as
C
ing Center.
B. More participation in in- committee chairmen with the to be held in the school, or for the Evening Session Council .
Executive Committee of part, . any other purpose deemed This new council will be the
ter-college activities such as
governing student body at the
D. The publishing of all necessary.
CISCA, CUNY, NSA, etc ., and
L . The Student Government Nursing Center . The officers
to have the representatives of the constitutional amendthese activities report to the ments that have passed since office to be kept open from will be elected by the nursing
and Executive the original constitution was 91-4 with some responsible rep- student body, and this new
Assembly
ratified so that it is up to resentative there at all times . council will exchange liaison
Council periodically.
with both day and evening
C. Since the school will no date.
M. Suggestion boxes to be councils. This arrangement
longer sponsor intersession
E. Minutes of both execu- setup in at least two places
will promote better relations ;
weekends, we will make pro- tive and assembly meetings in the school.
since the Nursing Center has
visions to run an independent to be posted in the lobby .
N. Faster enactment of all unique problems which can be
intersession weekend through
F. Agenda to. be put out Student Government bills .
Solved only by those directly
contact with travel bureaus
one
week in advance and read
0. Better use of the varied concerned .
with mass accommodations .
D. The United Students to the assembly, and debated organizations-of which BCC is- B . Allocation of funds to esParty wants to make sure and' voted upon the next week . a member, such as CISGA, tablish a Nursing newspaper,
that faculty will not contract '['his will enable the" reps, to NSA, etc .
which would be the voice of
P . More Student Govern- the new, council This would
activities before Council ap- discuss the bills .
proval . We will use student G. Greater publicity for the ment leadership weekends be on the lines of day ses'pinion polls to determine stu- executive and assembly meet- which will hopefully develop sion's
.
Newsletter and eveings . They are to be held in greater student interest in ning's Reporter.
dent preferences .
E. We want the students to an area where the -?greatest their government.
(Continued on Page "t, Col . 1)
have an athletic commission
set up and chartered to support all sports activities with
ample advertisement .
F. The collaboration of concert funds from Day and Evening Councils to present to
the student body concerts
which are NOT limited in
"greater name".mentrai-

THE UNITED
STUDENTS PARTY
I. Purpose : College First "Awareness"

A. Balanced Scale - Inte.
grate academic accomplish
ments and social fulfillment .
B. Couple the fastest grow
ing enrollment with a match
ed enthusiasm for the great
est of school pride .

II . Communication
A. It has been accepted that
effective communication fa
cilitates greater school parti .
clpation. To attain a higher
standard of communication
we feel the student body wil
benefit by the institution o,
the following :
1 . The establishment of
a Student Council information
service to make available pertinent information to the student body and student publications and to accept ideas
and recommendations by the
students .
2. The establishment of
a coordinating committee to
INSURE the functioning of
the Inter-Council Association
which coordinates Day and
Evening Session Councils .
3. The exchange of representatives of the Proctors
Council and Day Student
Council, thereby helping to
eliminate barriers caused by
distance, separate administrations and inadequate - communications with the Nursing
Center.

III. Inter-Organization Council
A. In order to enable better participation and functioning of the I.O.C., a convenient time will be established so that all necessary participants can attend without
interfering with their attendance at their respective clubs .
B. The President of the
I.O.C. should be elected by
the preceding I .O .C . committee in the same manner
that the Constitution Committee chairman is elected .

I

STUDENT UNITY
Twice a month there'll be a dent Assembly, my committee
My Fellow Students
Sneak Preview of a major chairmen, and, most impor(Continued from Page 3, Col . 5)
I am running for President forthcoming Hollywood Mo- tant of all, the Deans and facof Student Council on a plat- tion Picture in BCC's audi- ulty members that make up
C. An independent Freshform of STUDENT UNITY torium . ADMISSION FREE ! BCC Inc . and the Faculty
man Orientation Society for
It `is my strongest
and
For the other alternate Committee on Student Activi.
It
the new nursing students
desire
to
use
my
knowledge
be a GO-GO ties .
weeks
there
would orient the new students
of
student
government
for
Under STUDENT UNITY
Dance
in
the
main
gymnasium
to the Nursing Center, where
there
will be an effective and
the
betterment
of
the
school
:
or
the
Nursing
Center.
All
they spend most or all of their
and
the
student
body.
I
have
CUNY
students
will
be
invitactive
Student Court and Stutime, rather than to the main
seen four past school admin- ed .
dent Inquiry Committee .
building . This would increase
istrations in operation . I have
There will be a Day SesI will set up an effective
the desire of the new students
seen
their
successes
and
failsion
Winter Dance under Student Tutorial Program
VII.
SOCIAL
ACTIVITIES
to participate in the program .
ures ; and I now want to build, STUDENT UNITY .
Once again, under STUA. . Continuation of present
D . The facilities of the
with this knowledge, the best
DENT
UNITY there will be a
There
will
be
at
least
one
Nursing Center should be policies in the social field .
Government that theater party to a major Senior Council, which means
Student
B. Special discounts for
available to all students of the
BCC has ever seen .
a Senior Prom as well .
Broadway play.
BCC
students at local movie
college.
For the first time there will
What will I do when I am
There will be a STUDENT
Planning of joint 'theaters .
E.
be
an effective Freshman
UNITY Ice Skating Party.
C. Concerts - choice of top elected ?
day-evening nursing student
Senate
that will work hand in
I will fight for STUDENT
name
groups
determined
There will be cultural
events.
hand
with the Freshman
events where famous people
F. Continuation of the pres- through the use of student UNITY . I will strive to unite
Orientation
Society and Stuall the different groups that of our time will be invited to
ent administration policies referendums .
dent
Government
to give BCC
D . New events that could make up Bronx Communi- address our student body . Afpertaining to nursing which
the
best
freshman
class in
include more social events be run in the fall semester in- ty College into an effective, ter all, there is no reason these United States .
with the participation of clude a skating party and in- active, and knowledgeable stu- why we can't get famous peoIf the student body really
ple that you want to hear on
nursing students, the deliv- door swimming party, a spe- dent body .
wants
to have all these things,
But how will I achieve campus . When I am elected,
ery of all student publications cial showing of a downtown
STUDENT UNITY and Sid then vote for Sid Kesten and
on the same day they are put movie, and a theater party . STUDENT UNITY?
STUDENT UNITY .
on the stands, and greater ad- The * desirability of these
I will fight for, with every Kesten will !
Respectfully submitted,
There will be sports events
vertising in the Nursing Cen- events will be determined power at my disposal, the acSid Kesten
ter of the events taking place through the use of student tual establishment of an ef- held on campus even if it
President of
referendums
.
in the . main building.
fective IFSC that will be rec- means opening up the buildSTUDENT UNITY
E. An intersession trip will ognized by faculty, an IFSC ing on Saturdays and SunTV . FRESHMAN ORIENTA- most certainly be run either
that will promote fraternal- days.
P.S. When I become PresiTION
by the school or an independ- ism between the Fraternities
STUDENT
UNITY
plans
to
dent,
I will see to it that the
A. Attempt to have a room
ent organization .
continue
the
fine
tradition
of
and
Sororities,
an
IFSC'
that
students
will have access to
set aside for the Freshman
F. Bronx Community Nite will work through . its member an Intersession Winter Holi- the swimming pool during the
Orientation Society, where all
September organizations for a better, day at a resort hotel . I also summer of 1966 .
at a ball game
the big brothers groups would
or a football game during the stronger school spirit .
plan to initiate a new tradiSo please remember to vote
be able to meet .
season at reduced rates and
B. The establishment of a
The many clubs that make tion : a school trip to Wash- for SID KESTEN and STUspecial seats is under considFreshman Senate .
up an active and major part ington, D.C . during the DENT UNITY on May 19,
eration
.
Christmas vacation .
1966 .
a. One representative
of Student Government will
G. Athletics
Intramurals
There
will
be
folk
shows
from each group will be electreceive under my administrato be run in ; a wide area of
ed at the first big brother
tion all the help and advice and concerts under STUDENT
sports with an attempt to _in- they need to hold successful UNITY.
meeting .
crease student participation .
In .short under a STUDENT ACCREDITATION
b. Freshman Senate will
functions. I will use the I .O.C.
There should be tournaments
meet in the FOS room at as
to coordinate major club UNITY administration there The Middle States Associaand appropriate trophies to
time convenient for all .
events so that no conflicts will be so much going on that tion of Colleges and Secondthe
winners,
which
should
be
d. A Freshman President
arise. When funds are need- no one will have time to quar- ary Schools will send a fourpresented
at
the
annual
who will become a voting
ed for an event I will see to rel, only to participate . The man accreditation team to
awards dinner.
member of the Executive
it' that the money is appro- result will be a happy Stu- Bronx Community College on
All the items in this platdent Government who, in November 13 to November
Committee will be elected .
priated .
form
are
attainable,
and
the
e. A Freshman Vice-PresI will make the I .O.C. effec- turn, will be backed by the 16; 1966. It will discuss most
members
of
this
ticket
will
do
school's faculty .
ident who will become a votmatters with the faculty, so
their utmost to accomplish as tive by requiring the club
But all these aren't enough . that a minimal number of
ing member of the Student
president
to
become
the
I
.O
.C.
many of these points as is huAssembly will be elected .
representative . The time of How will STUDENT UNITY students . would become dimanly
possible
.
Action
stands
publicize these programs and
C. One-day training conferthe I .O .C. meetings will be
rectly involved .
for
Achievement,
Challenge,
events?
ences for all big brothers and
changed
so
they
will
not
conBCC is now in the process of
There will be publicity com- compiling a rather lengthy selfsisters to be held before school Teamwork, Integrity, Organ- flict with club hours .
ization and Non-Partisan, and
mittees, a separate presiden- evaluation report . This would aid
commences in the fall .
I promise the Nursing Cen- t tial bulletin apart from Com- the accreditation team in testing
each of us will do our best to
V. FRATERNITIES AND live up to the platform prin- ter Students that I will permunicator and Newsletter, as the college to see if it meets cerSORORITIES
ciples of our party .
sonally see to it that they will well as the reinstitution of tain set standards .
The
following
changes
have complete knowledge of The Voice of BCC over the The Middle States Association
A.C.T.I.O.N .
fist accredited BCC in November,
should be brought about bewhat is happening on campus . I cafeteria microphone .
1961. it was done automatically,
They will receive all school
fore the fall semester begins :
Speaking of the cafeteria since we were part of the City
A. The formation and adoppublications when these are and the fifth floor, STUDENT University of New York . CUNY
tion of an independent Interissued. I will also reserve a UNITY and SID KESTEN received accreditation without an
Fraternity-Sorority
Council
certain amount of tickets to will improve the place a hun- extensive inquiry that year . However, BCC was re-accredited as a
and the immediate adoption
events for exclusive sale at
dredfold .
separate institution in the Spring
the
Nursing
Center.
The
rest
of the IFSC constitution by
There will be many more of 1963, after a visit by an acthe school administration .
is up to the Liaison from the I chairs to relieve the seating creditation team . Similarly, an acB. School endorsement of
Nursing Center and the shortage .
creditation team will again cone
Nursing Center's Assembly
the fraternity system .
year, but the college will not
There will be new sofas and this
he judged independently, but as
C. Recognition of the presRepresentative.
more chairs for the Student an integral part of CUNY.
ent organizations as fraterniThere will be, under my ad- Lounge .
Dr. 141 . Rosenstock, the Head Libties and sororities .
ministration of STUDENT
There will be more and bet- rarian, feels that the accreditation
D . The approval of the adUNITY, a Curriculum Assem- ter food and candy machines team will again re-accredit BCC .
ministration for the right to
bly at least once a term for and even more bulletin boards . He discounted the possibility that
have outside houses .
other CUNY community colleges
each curriculum .
`Kith a little bit of luck, we might tend to hinder the overall
E . This party will not tolFor the general student might even have paintings to quality of the City University syserate any more delays in its
body,
which, I might add, in- brighten up the drab, bare, tem, and, consequently, have a
attempt to enact these very
.cNervdithalosn,fu
cludes
fraternities, sororities, yellow, cafeteria walls .
important measures .
he
added
that
the
Middle
States
all clubs and houseplans as
I intend to put this platAssociation might make certain
VI . FREE TUITION
well as all the students, I will e form into effect by working specific recommendations for im:grams institute the following pro- hand in hand with my entire provement, or perhaps, specific reA. The establishment of the
Free Tuition Committee as a
Executive Council, the Stu- quirements for re-accreditation .
Platforms

permanent standing committee of the student government .. One function would be
to inform the surrounding
area of the necessity of the
continuation of free 'tuition' in
the City system .
B. The establishment of
free tuition during the summer session as is the case in
the four-year institutions of
the City University .

wish

will

in
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SPIRITUS MUNDI
By essay reese

..

Maturation is a complicated process . For some it comes
sooner, for others it comes later, and for still others it never
comes . But what exactly is "maturation" ? Is it being able to
cope with the problems around you? Is it being able to take
into consideration the feelings of others when you are moved
to action? It is none of these or all of these . It is many
things . The aspect which I shall deal with in this column is
having the ability to act only after due evaluation .
Socrates said, "Know thyself ." Many people can perceive
the actions of the people around them before they initiate'
their own action, and there are a great- number of people
who cannot perceive, justify, or determine the motivation
for their own actions . They do, in many cases, lie to themselves or rationalize AFTER THEY ACT . In doing this, it is
impossible to assume that they are being truthful with . those
around them . Every action they take, every thought they
think and every idea they carry out is a hidden procrastination on their part.
In the ever-expanding world of the college student, one
who attends an institution of higher learning and becomes
active in school politics and the grave questions raised by the
national and international situation will inevitably (if his
education has been followed in the proper manner) raise
questions about himself . When the individual cannot answer
these questions, how can he pretend to have a valued opinion of others and their actions?
Before one can expect to judge others, he must be able to
judge himself . This ability is something which is not instilled at birth, but is something which must be learned as
one attains mental maturity . What most people forget is
that age is no yardstick to maturity . People also forget that
the mere burden of responsibility is also no indication of
emotional stability . Sometimes, a person who has been given
a large dose of responsibility grows up with it . In other cases,
the person continues to "fake it" until he is in so far over
his head that he has no recourse, but to "dump" the whole
thing and run away .
In realizing, however, that one can no 'longer "fake it,""
there comes another realization, thaf of the direction which
must be followed if 'the individual is to gain from an experience . If he - decides to- was his hands of the entire matter,
he is, in effect, running away and there will certainly be no
gain in personal knowledge and judgment . If he faces what
he has done, he still has a number of major problems .
One factor which will determine whether or not he is to
gain a personal insight into his actions is how he faces the
problem . It is very easy to fall back into the same rut of excuses and false motives . It is much harder for the individual
to look at 'himself objectively and become what he feels he
can become . This capability is governed mainly by the depth
of his conscience . Can he, in good faith, continue to lie to
himself with the realization that it will only lead to another
"shattering" experience? Of course not . If he is to accomplish what he feels he should, he must follow his new knowledge that he is not what he thought he was and try to rebuild himself and those things which he inadvertently destroyed .

Grapplers Wrap Up

The BCC Grapplers entered the 1966 National Junior
Collegiate Athletic Association's regional wrestling tournament, but lost in their bid
to enter in the National tournament . As for the last match
against Nassau Community

` .`

ence." Wrestling has been
growing in popularity among
the junior colleges recently .
In this last tournament, eleven colleges from the Eastern
Seaboard and the South were
represented .

College, Coach Wenzel had
this to say : "It was the same
story as last year . We compete against teams where the
players have had experience
The BCC entries at the tournain wrestling since their jun- ment were :
ior high school days while our
Entries
men had virtually no experi- Pounds
115
Norbert Joglar
123
Julius Heisler
130
Angel Resto
137
George Bacall
145
Artie Antin
Maxttlman
152
James Pasquarelli
160
Jerry Sayjewicz
(By the author of "Rally Round the Flay, Boys!",
167
Irving Torbin
"Dobie Gillis," etc .)
Klaus Broscheit
177
r
Unlimited Andy Troutman
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THE COLLEGE PRESIDENT
HIS CAUSE AND CURE

Oh, sure, you've been busy, what with going to classes, doing
your homework, catching night crawlers, getting married,
picketing-but can't you pause for just a moment and give
thought to that dear, dedicated, lonely man in the big white
house on the hill? I refer, of course, to Prexy .
(It is interesting to note that college presidents are always called "Prexy ." Similarly, trustees are always called
"Trixie ." Associate professors are always called "Axy-Pixy ."
Bursars are called "Foxy-Woxy ." Students are called
"Algae .")
But I digress . We were speaking of Prexy, a personage
at once august and pathetic . Why pathetic? Well, sir, consider how Prexy spends his days . He is busy, busy, busy .
He talks to deans, he talks to professors, he talks to trustees, he talks to alumni . In fact, he talks to everybody except the one group who could lift his heart and rally his
spirits . I mean, of course, the appealingest, endearingest,
winsomest group in the entire college-delightful you, the
students .
It is Prexy's sad fate to be forever a stranger to your
laughing, golden selves . He can only gaze wistfully out the
window of his big white house on the hill and watch you at
your games and sports and yearn with all his tormented
heart to bask in your warmth . But how? It would hardly
be fitting for Prexy to appear one day at the Union, clad in
an old rowing blazer, and cry gaily, "Heigh-ho, chaps!
Who's for sculling?"
No, friends, Prexy can't get to you . It is up to you to get
to him . Call on him at home . Just drop in unannounced . He
will naturally be a little shy at first, so you must put him at
his ease . Shout, "Howdy-doody, Sir! I have Come to firing a"
little sunshine into your drear and blighted life!" Then
yank his necktie out of his vest and scamper goatlike
around him until he is laughing merrily along with you .,
Then hand him a package and say, "A little gift for you,
sir ."
"For me?" he will say, lowering his lids . "You shouldn't
have . ."
71y
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"Yes, I should," you will say, "because this is a pack of
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, and whenever I
think of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, I think of
you ."
"Why, hey?" he will ask curiously .
"Because, sir," you will say, "though you are no longer
a young blade, still you gleam and function . Full though
you are of years and lumps, rheumy though your endocrines
and flaccid your hamstrings, still you remain sharp, incisive, efficacious ."
"Thank you," he will say, sobbing .
"So it is with Personna," you will continue . "Naturally
you expect a brand-new blade to give a close, speedy shave .
But how about a blade that's had hard and frequent use?
Do you still expect a close, speedy shave? Well, sir, if it's a
Personna, that's what you'll get : Because, sir, like you, sir,
Personna is no flash-in-the-pan . Like you, sir; Personna
abides ."
He will clasp your hand then, not trusting himself to
speak .
"But away with gloom!" you will cry jollily . "For I have
still more good news to tell you of Personna!"
"How is that possible?" he will say .
"Hearken to me," you will say. "Personna, in all its enduring splendor, is available not only in Double Edge style
but also in Injector style!"
He will join you then in the Personna rouser, and then
he will bring` you a steaming cup of cocoa with a marshmallow on top . Then you will say, "Good-bye, sir . I will return soon again to brighten your dank, miasmic life ."
"Please do," he will say . "But next time, if you can possibly manage it, try not to come at four in the morning ."
Jc* 1966,

Max

Shulman

Prexy and undergrad, late and soon, fair weather and foulthe perfect shaving companion to Personna® Blades is Burma
Shave .® It comes in regular and menthol ; it soaks rings
around any other lather . Be kind to your kisser ; try Personna
and Burma Shave .

When asked whether BCC would
meet any four-year colleges, Coach
Wenzel said that the Graplers
would only compete against junior
colleges . He was especially optimistic about next year. He also
added that if there are any men
who are interested in wrestling,
they should contact him in the gym
or in Room BM-8 .

BEYOND THE
By LEON LAZARUS

Utter confusion confronts unmitigated chaos whenever- I
enter my Survey of Math class . The astute professor attempts to convey a complete absurdity, e .g . if all x's are y's,
but no y's are z's, then all q's are z',% unless the other one
comes first on Tuesdays and Thursdays, in which case the
inverse of the converse would hold .
After three weeks of this futility, l am prepared to be proselytized
to the ideals of complex numerals . In the class, there are numerous
young marplot mathematicians, welting with molten malice, making
malevolent remarks . For instance, they're forever ostracizing the cube
root of two ; just `cause he's irrational, or even worse, the square root
of four is accused of paranoid-schizophrenia, just because he goes back
and forth from +2 to -2 . If this is not enough, I am now told that
1+infinity=infinity When I substract infinity from each side of the
equation, I find that 1-0. This contradicts what my third grade teacher
taught me . I haven't been so disillusioned since B . Mitchel Reed,
leader, left for Smogsville . Another of life's many frustrations, I suppose .
After countless weeks of studious preparation; I am about to emerge
into the world of the binary system . This topic is so universally vital
that no Greek and Roman classics major can succeed without it . I am
told that the binary system is a language unto itself, e .g ., the language
of computers ; unfortunately, most undergraduates are not computers .
And, when the semester passes into obscurity, and my recuperatory
period ends, I look ahead to the challenge of Survey of Math II .

Tau, Alpha Pi
utoring ate

CURRIC.

To our knowledge, no one has
yet attempted to organize diversified tutoring at BCC . Although a
student may obtain "office-hour"
aid, his reluctance to see an instructor after class hours is a major disadvantage of the present
teacher-student tutoring system .
Another disadvantage to this system is that an instructor's office
hours and a students free, very_
often do not coincide .
:For some time now, Tau Alpha
Pi has tutored only slide rule operations . TAP is now expanding its
tutoring service to 'cover every
course offered by the college . Although it is already late in this
semester, we will still attempt to
organize a system and hopefully
help some students hurdle the approaching finals . The plan is really
quite simple . We have concluded
to make it a student to student inStudents who complete the A .A :S dividual tutoring system . The tudegree at BCC will be accepted toring students shall be canvassed
by the College of Music as transfers . The College of Music will
continue their music education with
the third and fourth years of a
program leading to a bachelor's
degree in music .
BCC and the College of Music
have established the first cooperative program in the State UniverBronx Community College '
sity between a community college
has available this term the
and a private baccalaureate college .

Bronx Community College
will begin to offer instruction
in a new curriculum next fall .
The State University Board
of Trustees at its February
meeting, authorized the college to begin - in September to
offer its courses in Performing Arts-Music . Students enrolled in this curriculum will
be permitted to take 60 hours
of credit in the basic Liberal
Arts and Sciences at this collage . In addition, they may
eke, concurrently -with these
GO credits, eight credits in
music at .the New York College of .Music . In this way,
they can meet the requirements for the A .A.S . degree .

JOBS

Professor Sauvatier, of the'

fePnltacO-m fice has announced a number of av ailabilities in summer
jobs, u
.American Foresight's
unique --guaranteed Income Program . Students_ can earn $1,000 to
$2,500 with no previous experience .
Students must have a car and must
live within certain areas . For further information, contact the Placement Office .

X-RAYS

The Health Education Department has announced that the chest
Ii-ray van will be parked outside
13 CC next Thursday . The X-rays
will be given free to anyone over
15 years, on May 26, 19G6, from
11 AM to 7 PM at Creston Ave .
and Field Place . Students and faculty are strongly advised to take
these steps for protection against
Tuberculosis .

COLLEGE

Few
dropouts and good'. The reward for successful comgrades are the results of the pletion of the program will be admission to a college of the City
first semester's operation of
University.
five high school development
Directing the program is Dr .
centers under the City Uni- Daniel Tanner of the City Univerversity's College Discovery sity's Division of Teacher Education, Dr . Jacob Landers, Assistant
Program .
Superintendent
for
Integration
The College Discovery Pro- Studies, and Miss Florence Myers,
gram is geared to help disad- Project Coordinator, are representvantaged students who show ing the Board of Education in adevidence of college ability but ministering the program .
According to Dr . Harry N . Vivdid not achieve good grades .
lin, the City University's Dean of
Schools and college educators Teacher Education, and Dr. John
are using the program as a B . King, Executive Deputy Supermeans to increase motivation intendent of Schools, in a joint refor school work, to improve lease, only eleven of the fiveachievement and to improve hundred eighty-one students admitted, have dropped out, some of
chances of getting into col- them because they have left the
lege .
city with their parents .

war

time in the near future .
A student who volunteers to tutor must have an index of no less
than 2 .5 in a course or sequence of
By BERNE BLUMENSTEIN
courses which he desires to tutor .
Those who volunteer to tutor will
The annual Day Student Council Awards Dinner was held
have their names, index, phone on May 4th, at the . Alex and Henry's Restaurant, here in the
numbers and free hours filed by
Bronx . The . event was attended by over fifty members of the
the tutoring committee .
student body, faculty, and administration .
If a student who is doing ,poorly
President Morris Meister, home from a .cruise of the Near
in a particular •c ourse wishes to be
.aided he need only ask the tutoring East attended the affair, along with his wife . Joining them
committee to connect him with one at the main dais were Dean Tauber and his wife, Dean Silverof the students on our file . Anyman, Dean Thompson, Dean Minkin, Mr. Fixler, Council
one who so desires it, will receive
Presidents Mazza and Green .
our attention by being tutored free
The evening was presided over by President Greene, .with most of
of charge .
the
presentations being made by himself Fall President Mazza, and
Sincerely yours,
Awards Committee Chairman Jeremia L . Russet. Opening speaker
William Zengel for the evening was the Dean in Charge, Abraham Tauber, with a
Beta Delta Chapter of the' brief greeting, and a few comments on the many students he has
National Honor Society
.worked with recently, . (among them, President Mazza) .
Tau Alpha Pil
The first . awards for the evening, came with the , .unveiling of the
Prof . • F. J . Berger Dr . Morris Meister Honor Medal .. for . Scholarship and Character and
Faculty Advisor the Tau Alpha Phi Education and Service .Medal by Mr . Albert R .
DeLuna. Professor Fredrick J . Berger presented the Honor Medal and
Certificate . President Meister, in -his acceptance speech discussed his
experiences lately, particularly on his recent vacation, and his sentiments on the award . He .went on to pay honor to Dean Tauber, who
took over the presidential task since January . He then took this opportunity to present the Bronx Community College Medallion, to D .
Tauber, Dean of Faculty since 19.58 to this term .
The next presentations went to Professors Manuel Stillerman, .and
Fredrick J . Berger of the Tau Alpha Phi-Education and : Service Bronze
lege itself, are pictures of the Medal, given by Kenneth A
. Eisenberg . At this point, Dean of Adminlibrary, lounge, cafeteria, au- istration, and Acting Dean of Faculty Sidney Silverman, noted the
dio-lab, different offices, var- appointment of Professor Stillerman to the position of Director of
ious members of the faculty, Evening and Extension Division last month . This was followed by the
classes in session, past school awarding of the Gold Service . Medal for Education and Service (•awarded to a non student), to Dean Tauber, being given by Mr . Victor S.
activities, and past graduat- Saihaan from Tau Alpha Phi . A second award went to Mr
. Albert R.
ing . classes .
DeLuna of the Service Medal .
A few pages, devoted to the perPrior to the giving of the Student Council Awards, Council President
son planning to enter the college, Alan Greene presented a discussion on "What Student Government
explain
admission
procedures . has Meant to Me," pointing to the many experiences he has had this
There are explanations of schol- term, and the many friendships made among students and staff . He
astic index, charge of curriculum, continued with a word of thanks to Mr . Eugene Fixler, at which point
cutting, grading system, tuition, Mr . Fixler received a standing ovation as well as continued applause
etc . There is a list of every mem- at the mention of the name .
ber of the faculty .
At this point, Fall Student Council President, Joseph Mazza, joined
Mr. Greene in the service presentations . The list of those students
One can find mentioned in the
given awards is printed below .
catalogue all clubs, publications,
Following the student awards was the issuance of plaques to faculty
houseplans, teams, etc . The rules
and staff, going to Mr . Eugene Fixler, Coordinator of Student Activiand regulations of the college which
ties, Professor Fredrick J . Berger, and Dr. David P . Greenberg. Mr.
are explained here are of interest
Fixler again received a standing ovation . Continuing the program,
to entering and present BCC .stuMiss Doris Barney received the, award for oustanding scholastic achievedents .
ment.
The last page of the catalogue
The evening continued with the awards for Student Organizations
depicts a view of the future airgoing to the COMMUNICATOR, (for student publications,), Retailing
space campus -of Bronx CommunClub, Simba, Chi 'Kappa Epsilon (for a class reported to be 'Outity College, which is currently bestanding Fraternity') . A special award went to the Debating :Team
ing built . The contrast between its
and the following members :
spacious, ultra-modern lines and
Dr . Wynn Reynolds, Faculty Advisor ; Murray Berkowitz, -Robert
the familiar main entrance shown
Fares, :Robert -Fraum, Stephen Malinger, : Steve Ornstein Howard Pasin the beginning of the book, shows
sel and Burt •Richterman .
a progressive and rosy future for
Other awards for . groups •w ent to the •Student Council Elections comour school .
mittee and the Awards Committee .
The_ evening with closing statements by Mr . -Fixler and Dean of
Students, Clement !Thompson . Both were accorded .standing ovations .
An unusual amount of questions were raised over many of the
awards presented this year. Further comment on the situation is pre,
sented on the editorial page of this edition.
A payment of five dollars-perThe following is a list of the students presented . with Student Council
week scholarships to students pro- award plaques :
vides a release from the tension
Jeffrey Askenas, Robert A . Baram, Doris Barnie, Daniel Berkowitz,
of never having quite enough for Murray Berkowitz, Michael Bernstein,
Condon Brown, Allan Cohen,
lunch and emergencies . Many are Raymond Finkel, Bob Fleiseher,
Gerry Gianutsos, Paul George, James
beginning to buy paperback books Gerard, Allen Greene, Jan Ickovic, 'Joseph Luviene,
Sidney Question,
to start their libraries, and some Edward Knowles . Alan Kurland, Bruce
Lee, Phyllis Levitas, Wendie
are saving money for excursions Levitz, Rhona Liftin, Joseph Mazza,
Andrew Myerson, Arlene Ornstein,
to museums, drama, concerts, and Lawrence Pittenger, Stanley Ritchkoff Jeremia L . Ruses,
Neil Silver,
the ballet .
Gail Simon, Robert Stonehill, Annette Weaver, Aubrey Williams.
The development center phase of
the College Discovery Program is
supported by an initial grant of of Education is used to hire City
$150,000 from the State of New University Students as tutors.
York to cover the first year of
The College Discovery Program
OOPS!!
operation by the City University. was an immediate success not only
The Communicator wishes to
The public school budget is match- with students, their parents, and
ing the $150,000. The New York those educators and tutors directly apologize to Veronica O'Brien for
City Community Action Board has affiliated with the City University,
presenting her story under the
granted $116,000 for student schol- but with teachers outside of the
arships during the 1965-.66 school City University as well .
name of Kathy Blauvelt .
A 1966 summer program is now I
year. A work study grant of $127,574 from - the United' States Office being enthusiastically planned .

New Class
Catalogue

new 1.965-1967 catalogue for
all students and for all people planning to enter the college . The catalogue has been
-revised - and--its -Manly, addi
tions have made it as up-todate as possible. :Its 208 pages
include .the . patterns for all
the different curriculums including the courses and credits required . Also listed is a
short description of every
course given at the college .
To this list has been added
the various new courses offered since the completion of
the last catalogue, such as
English Literature 5 .1 and
6 .1, which are offered for. students planning to transfer to
Hunter College .
Between the green and
white covers are many photographs that depict all aspects
of life here at the college . Besides photographs of the col-
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Z. I. P.

here The Girls Are

Battles

By ANN DRESCH
Upon investigating the area around Room BM-8, the gym,
or the pool you can usually find one Mrs . Ruth Altman . If
she is not there chances are she is holding class upstairs .
For the majority of students though, Mrs . Altman is seen
scurrying about in either a bathing suit and robe, sweatshirt
and shorts, leotards, or various other "phys ed attire ."
Interviewing Mrs . Altman 1 have discovered, not too surprisingly, that she has always had a deep interest in sports .
In college she played varsity field hockey, junior varsity basketball, and participated in synchronized swimming . She has
worked as a camp counselor and coached on a high school
level . She also officiates basketball games. Mrs . Altman
holds a Masters Degree in Health Education and a Six
Yeas, Certificate in Guidance . At present she is attending
C.C .N.Y. for a guidance course . Before coming to BCC, Mrs .
ElAtmanhdugi hscol,andthecolgv .
When Mrs . Altman finally leaves BCC she goes home to
her husband, a physical education teacher and attorney of
law, and her four year old daughter, Jessica . Mixing mar-'
By ARLENE GARBETT
rage and motherhood with a career can be quite hectic, as
Mrs. Altman well knows . She believes in spending as much
During the past year, a move chise from the Parks Department,
has
started toward greater coopera- expects to hold softball games at
time as possible with her child, and thus burns the midnight
tion
and friendlier rivalry between Maconrbs Dam Stadium every Sunoil doing housework and homework .
fraternities in the school . There day during April, May and June .
Back at BCC, Mrs . Altman is the coach of the women's Vol- had been athletic competition Next term, it plans to expand the
leyball Team and Basketball Team, and the Director of In- among fraternities, but it was on schedule to include football and
tramurals . Posters announcing intramurals don't always the same basis as the intramurals basketball .
bring students running and Mrs . Altman feels that many between clubs . After the highly Since inter-fraternity efforts in
students are unwilling or shy to participate in school ath- successful football game between the past have met with great difXKE and BDM's Theta Thieves, it
letics . She believes in personally asking students to partici- was decided that an organization ferences of opinion over leadership,
the Greek Letter Athletic Associapate .
should be formed to hold these
tion has decided not to have either
On these spring evenings Mrs . Altman plays softball with meets on a regular basis . On Sat- a president or a treasury . Each
former BCC graduates in a Bronx park . She is also working urday, April 12, the first meet- fraternity will supply its own umwith a group of high school age kids from the Highbridge ing of this group, called- the Greek f orms . The only money involved
Letter Athletic Association was
section of the Bronx . Through Bert Gumpert of the New held . Participating fraternitieswill will be a fee of approximately ten
dollars per fraternity to cover the
York Post . she hopes to find a person to sponsor them in be XKE, BDM, ZIP and DAM .
cost of trophies . These will be
their sport activities .
The organization, which is now awarded to the best team and also
Another pet- project very close to Mrs . Altman is the in the process of getting a fran- the most valuable player .
South Eastern Regional Athletic Association for Junior College Women . This is an outgrowth of a volleyball tournament held last year at the Nursing Center . It was apparent
that a number of women instructors and students were interested in some type of athletic association, however, there
was not real set up either on a district or regional basis . A
meeting was held at BCC last May at which they set up five
There have been reports of the use and sale of the hallucinatory
major activities with the intentions of getting as many as drug LSD in the city public schools and colleges . Principals of junior
fourteen women's colleges involved . Regions were divided on' and senior high schools, on April 20, 1966, were called upon to take
the basis of colleges no more than two hours traveling dis- a narcotic, census of their students .
report on the use of LSD
tance apart . They sent letters and questionnaires to the four- in The
the schools was given on April 8 :'58 . All information from the
teen colleges and presently have ten of those schools par- 20th by Brooklyn district attorney schools is to be sent to Assistant
ticipating .
Aaron Coot, who said he took the Superintendent Richard NN . Lubell

Greek Letter Assoc . Formed

Thieves

The Inter-Fraternity Softball League of the Greek Letter Athletic Association started its scheduled play on Sunday, April 24, 1966 at 2 P .M.
In the first game, the Theta
Thieves of Beta Delta Mu,
trounced Z .I.P. by a score of
22-5 .
The game almost did _ not
start because of rain, but the
rain stopped long enough for
the first game to be completed, although the second game
between DAM and XKE was
postponed . The second game_
will be rescheduled for later in
the season .

In the first game Joe Silverman
of BDM pitched six innings and
received credit for the win . He was
relieved in the seventh inning, by
Larry Waltzer, after
.ltohTnegbamswdic
charged to Bob McDaniel who
needed relief help in the first inning after BDM had broke the
game open by scoring six runs .
ZIP came back with two runs inn
the bottom of the first, but BDM
scored' four more runs in the second inning to put the game in the
bag . The game was well played by
all, with BDM using their subs
freely, while ZIP only had eight
men to work .
D
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KOOTA DISCOVERS LSD

matter up with the police narcotic
squad . Mr . Coot also announced
`hat there will soon be a "public'
hot line"
.
which he urged all stydents and teachers to use to give
information on narcotics and LSD
to his office . The number is 885-
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According to Mrs . Altman, there are three purposes of
this association :
1) To bring together many faculty personnel from the
junior colleges .
2) To support athletic activities within the junior college
for women and eventually set up actual game schedules . To
foster teams within schools, and then gradually play longscale tournaments in organized leagues .
3) It is also the hope of this association to form, on a
state-wide level, a junior college athletic association .
In relation to the above purposes of the association, Mrs .
Altman was a panelist of the convention of the New York
State health and Physical Education Association . The panel

of the office of Special Service directly to the office of the Narcotics Co-Ordinator in the Departmen of IHealth . The I n •i nci~a
1 • le
were instructed in a directive from
Executive Deputy Superintendent
John P . King to get results of the

dealt with inter-college athletics for women's junior colleges .
As a result of this panel they (Mrs . Altman and other college
instructors) are in the process of forming . a State 'Wide Junior College Athletic Association . The same process of sending out letters and questionnaires to districts in the state is
being used . They then met to discuss the answers to these
questionnaires . Realizing that they don't have many women,
they are now organizing their philosophy, °which is to work
slowly, but have a very thorough ground work and eventually in the next five or so years to have a functioning
state wide association which would involve all women junior
colleges . By starting slowly, the men in the profession who
are antagonistic to this type of program, will be able to see
that this is a worthwhile association .
The following appeared in The Bronx Bandwagon of the
New York Post on March 23, and sums up for many the feeling of gratitude and thanks to Mrs . Altman :
"Joann Primus, captain, Bronx Community College
girls volleyball team : . My teammates and I extend
thanks to Mrs . Ruth Altman, our coach, who put so
much time and effort into making our team a proficient
and winning one . We feel she deserves recognition for
what she has done for us 'and the school ."

high school narcotics census in the
school system to be given to the.
Special Service office no later than
June 1, 1966 . Each principal and
dean will be given special forms
by the Department of Health ; on
these forms there will be a list of
the number of students in his
school who are either suspected
drug user s . occasional users, or
know n addicts . Those students who
fall into the last two categories
are to be identified only by sex
and ages . Their names will not be
Included . Principals must also give
the date each case was first identified .

Those students who are users
will he further classified as to
which substance they are known
to he taking. Those drugs that are
listed undei' narcotics, barbituates, codeine, tranquilizers, stimulants, and volatile inhalents . Also,
on each census form, the principal
is to be given a brief description
of his school educational program
to combat drug addition . Mr .
Roota was quoted as saying : "That
his office will work closely with
the school and college authorities
to get at the root of this problem,
to see if we cannot stamp it out,
or cut into it considerably ." He
appealed to the school student government to participate in this
drive . Mr. Koota said that he had
some information that laboratories
in schools were being used by students to manufacture LSD . He affirmed that School Superintendent
Donovan had been notified about
this matter, with immediate action
to follow .

